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� foundation series

� meet the managers – preamble

� what are the managers up to today?

1. a trip to the seaside – planning pays off

2. games time – dealing with chance

3. a hospital visit – dealing with distractions

4. the speech – with illustrations

5. the lifecycle – or the cycle of life

6. special studies – making choices

7. a nice day – for a meeting

8. on the move – getting going

contents

These stories are based on a concept introduced in:

‘Sixteen Stories – for managers of projects, programmes and enterprises’ also by Tom Taylor.
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the foundation series by dashdot

Bistamundi everyone.*

This volume is part of the foundation series by
dashdot.

The aim is to find new ways of explaining and
exploring project and programme techniques in an
enjoyable and realistic fashion for the real world –
to support formal education, academic studies and
text books.

Titles in this series which are available or in
development include:

� Meet the Managers

� Management in the Real World

� The Basic Tool Kit

� What Do Project Managers Do?!

� Misunderstandings – about time and cost

*Bistamundi is a universal project management
greeting which is under extended trials. Bistamundi
activities promote and raise funds for IPMA Young
Crew from time to time. www.bistamundi.com
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meet the managers
The Manager family is just a typical family. However,
their day-to-day domestic situations have many
similarities to mega, major and minor projects and
programmes and how they are managed.

‘Meet the Managers’ is a collection of their stories:

� for people on their own to read and think
about, one at a time,

� for groups of students to read and debate,

� for aspiring managers – with stimulating
questions,

� for teachers to prompt discussions on
management issues,

� for story time for tired managers just before
bed time – with tips for story tellers.

It is quite possible to align these stories with
established project management competencies to
see that day-to-day life really corresponds to work,
studies and education.

Also, project management and organisational
competencies – as knowledge, experience,
capability and capacity – can be useful with
everyday activity.

preamble
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1. a trip to the seaside – planning pays off
Hello everybody.

Are you sitting comfortably?

Then we will begin.

Today we will meet the managers.

There is Mummy Manager, Daddy Manager, and two junior Managers.

They are planning to take a trip to the seaside.

As we all know, planning pays off. Planning makes perfect. So the

Managers did some planning and wrote some lists.

When the big day arrived – for their trip to the seaside – it was a warm

and sunny day. But the Managers still packed their coats because it

formed part of their risk mitigation strategy.

The Managers had a wonderful day out which was a great success.

Naturally there were incidents along the way.

The ants tried to eat the picnic. (All together now) Oh No!

There was oil on the beach, and on the towels. Oh No!

There was melting ice cream in the warm weather. Oh No!

And finally the bus had a flat tyre on the way home which had to be

repaired. Oh No!

But these incidents just added colour and character to their day and

did not significantly diminish the benefits – or the Managers did not

allow them to.

When they arrived back home the Managers did the routine things of

tea time, bath time, story time and bed time.
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Routine is good and brings discipline and confidence to individuals and the group.

The Managers talked about their trip to the seaside and started thinking about their next trip

and whether they should take their coats again.

The managers had a wonderful day out. The planning had paid off.

Bye Bye everyone.

Questions for Aspiring Managers to consider:

1. Does planning pay off – for a day ahead?

2. Does writing lists help with planning?

3. When is the best time to get organised – at the beginning,
or halfway through, or towards the end??

4. What will you be doing – next month, next year, next decade?
Are you planning ahead?

Tip for the story teller:

Life is a journey. Projects are journeys. A trip to the seaside is a journey.

Even a journey is a journey.
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It was a wet and windy day of extreme weather. Oh No!

There was rioting in the streets of their neighbourhood. Oh No!

So the Managers decided to stay at home and play some games.

There was Mummy Manager, Daddy Manager, and two junior Managers.

They choose Snakes and Ladders.

They found the board but they could not find any of the pieces. Oh No!

That did not put the managers off. They found a dice in another game, they

fetched an egg cup as a shaker and some buttons to use as counters. This is

what teams do. They solve problems.

They used intelligence, innovation and ingenuity. They all start with the letter

“I”. But there is no “I” in TEAM. Certainly not.

After three rounds each, Daddy Manager joined them. He had been making sure that the wet

and windy weather and the rioters couldn’t get into the house.

They let him have three goes to catch up. Not all team members can be present

all the time. So common sense with flexibility and fairness can always be applied.

Fundamentally Snakes and Ladders is all about RISK with negative THREATS

of snakes going down and positive OPPORTUNITIES of ladders going up.

Mummy Manager nearly won on four occasions but she kept going down snakes

on the top line. Oh No!

In the end one of the junior Managers managed to get to the finish. Game over.

Sometimes they would play Monopoly. This is another risk game with threats of

landing on the properties of other players and opportunities of

the other players landing on your properties – with side issues

on other squares and potential complications from cards.

Usually all games with dice involve a large degree of chance and a small degree

of decision making. In life and on projects it is better to be the other way

2. games time – dealing with chance
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round with less chance, more decision making.

If they had no equipment available at all the Managers might play Paper-Rock-Scissors. This

appears to be mainly about decision making – contextual decision making.

Of course one should never run with scissors.

The Managers talked about the games they had played.

They thought about the fun they had had. The bright colours of the boards, the

sound of the dice in the eggcup, the pretty pictures on the cards. And of course all

the theoretical and practical, strategic and tactical requirements inherent in games

of risk and chance. Oh yes! And they learned lessons with tricks and techniques – about winning

and losing – for the next time.

The riots and the bad weather were still going on outside – oh dear!. The Managers

decided they had had quite enough risk for today.

They had their routine of tea time, bath time, story time and then went to bed.

Bye Bye everyone. Sleep tight.

Questions for Aspiring Managers to debate:

1. Are there different sorts of risks?

2. Is there anything to learn from games and sports?

3. Do you believe in chance?

4. What is the difference between good luck and bad luck?

Tip for the story teller:

Reassurance may be required: concerning people sometimes winning and sometimes losing; on

the effects of climate change; and how rioting is simply an expression of social unrest – usually.
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The Managers family received a message.

A relative was in hospital. Oh No!

It was agreed someone must go and visit them.

Mummy Manager, Daddy Manager and the two junior Managers talked

about it.

They decided they would ALL go. Oh yes.

Other things which they had planned would have to wait. They could do them later.

Then the Managers had to decide what to take.

This was a classic “make or buy” dilemma.

Should they make a present such as to assemble a variety of fruit and place it

artistically in a basket of their own design and making?

OR should they simply buy a ready-packed gift from the fruit shop?

A lot of time and effort can be used up discussing and arguing about the merits and practicalities

of such alternatives.

The Managers decided to make the visit and establish the fruit circumstances on their arrival.

Often the third or fourth option is the best option.

When they arrived and had had some initial dialogue they decided not to

overburden the relative. So Mummy Manager and a junior Manager chatted

to the relative. Daddy Manager and the other junior Manager went outside.

They bought and read a newspaper and a magazine.

They then changed places at the bedside of the relative.

Mummy Manager made some telephone calls to other relatives and friends

to report on the health of the relative. The junior Manager read the magazine.

This kind of prioritisation of activities and delegation can be quite subtle and go unnoticed

sometimes.

3. a hospital visit – dealing with distractions
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At the end they all came in to say “Good Bye and get well soon”.

They handed over the newspaper and the magazine the relative had requested on their arrival.

There was plenty of fruit there already. And the relative did not like fruit anyway. Oh Yes!

It was late when the Managers arrived at their home. They still did the usual things of tea time,

bath time, story time and bed time – with a quick bath this time.

They would catch up on their previously planned activities over the following days. That is unless

more relatives find themselves in hospital or other unexpected situations arise. Then it would

be “Oh No!” again and more reprioritisation.

Bye Bye everyone. See you soon.

Questions for Aspiring Managers to discuss:

1. Is it useful to appear to be flexible?

2. Is it important to have options?

3. Does team working benefit from prioritisation?

4. Do busy people get things done?

(These

fruits are

not to

scale)

Tip for the story teller:

Identify that our own performance and achievements can be greatly influenced by the

circumstances and health of others.

Alternatively: identify and talk about healthy fruit, at least five times each day.
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The head teacher at the school had to make a speech.

He had to explain to the school governors the differences between

projects, programmes and portfolios.

The head teacher decided to ask the Manager family for some help. He asked them to keep it

simple because the school governors had short attention spans. He also asked the Manager

family to avoid management speak and suggested illustrations might be appropriate.

Daddy Manager, Mummy Manager and the two junior Managers sat down to discuss this challenge.

A comparison with newspapers arose and was debated.

The daily free newspapers made available on buses and at railway stations might be just like projects.

The more extensive quality daily broadsheet newspapers might be

equivalent to programmes.

So that would mean that portfolios might be represented by

expensive Sunday newspapers with their colour magazines and supplements.

The Managers were not completely happy with this explanation. For

example would the school governors be familiar with this range of

newspapers or newspapers at all?

The managers moved onto retail analogies.

A single corner grocery shop could be a project.

A supermarket or a department store or even a shopping centre could be a programme.

Consequently would a national chain of shops and stores with logistics of warehousing

and distribution equate to a portfolio? Or would it be a collection of shopping centres?

The managers were still not satisfied.

It was time to visit Granddad Manager. They would ask him. He was a

wise granddad and manager.

He thought for a while and then he proposed something else.

He thought a portfolio is like a ladies’ handbag with a purse, receipts, make-up, hairbrush, mobile

phone, some sweets and other bits and pieces.

4. the speech – with illustrations
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A programme would be just like the purse inside the handbag with bank notes, coins,

credit cards and perhaps some house keys.

That would mean that a project would be like having a few coins in

your pocket – with some fluff.

The Managers were not too impressed and wanted to ask Granddad Manager about

their concepts of newspapers and retail options.

However Granddad Manger had fallen asleep in his favourite armchair.

Soon afterwards the Managers went back home on their bicycles.

Later that week the head teacher was told of their progress so far.

The head teacher thanked the Managers for their efforts and told them

that the speech had been cancelled and was not required. That’s right.

Oh Yes!

Never mind said the Managers. There may be other opportunities to use their

illustrations on other people with short attention spans .

Bye Bye everyone.

[Of course in some cultures these P differences do not apply and so explanations and illustrations are not required.]

Questions for Aspiring Managers to review:

1. Do illustrations work?

2. How would YOU explain projects, programmes and portfolios?

3. Can we learn anything from abandoned efforts and previous initiatives?

4. How can we learn anything from older generations?

Tip for the story teller:

Never open an umbrella in a lift.
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This is a sad story – at the beginning.

Daddy Manager, Mummy Manager and the two

junior Managers all like animals.

The Managers had a hamster. It died. We said it would be a sad

story.

The Managers then had a stick insect. It died.

It is getting sadder.

The Managers decided to review the lifecycles of their pets and of other possessions.

Lifecycles are not the same as lifestyles – although lifestyles can affect lifecycles.

The Managers decided to talk about inanimate* objects as this was less emotional

– and sad – compared with living and dying things.

Houses take a long time to design, approve and build. But this early time for a

house up to its initial occupation was really short compared to the later and

much longer time of occupation when it will be lived in until its final vacation

and removal.

Daddy Manager was managing a project for New Year Celebrations in the town

centre which was very different. It would take nearly a whole year of planning,

and then all be over in just a few hours – except for clearing up the mess the

next day, learning lessons for the following years and the life time of memories

for the people who attended and enjoyed themselves beyond all expectations.

The managers decided they should think about lifecycles in all their activities

on their domestic projects and in family operational business-as-usual.

The Managers quickly recognised that they did not have influence over all stages

of a product’s or project’s lifecycle.

For example mobile phones were made by other people. The Managers only used

the phone. And the Managers might even frustrate the planned later stages when

they are no longer using that phone model. For example, they would put the

redundant handset and charger in a drawer or cupboard with other obsolete

5. the lifecycle or the cycle of life
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technology rather than recycle the units to the suppliers to complete the cradle-to-

cradle story.

The Managers decided for their next pet they would get a stuffed penguin toy –

from the charity shop.

They would also consider and assist lifecycles whenever they could.

Later they asked Granddad Manager to explain the lifecycle of top sportsmen and women.

Granddad said it is frequently a sad story.

And that is another story for another day. Bye Bye everyone.

*inanimate: not alive, non-organic

Questions for Aspiring Managers to discuss:

1. What is the normal project duration of your projects?

2. What is the normal lifecycle duration of your projects?

3. Is having a pet a project or an operational activity?

4. Who do you know who really understands lifecycles?

Tip for the story teller:

Ask Grandma or Granddad to explain this story.
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It was a hot day.

The two junior Managers decided to go indoors and ask Daddy Manager and

Mummy Manager which specialist subjects they should select to study after

they had completed their time at school.

Mummy Manager recommended studying management. She had found that

her undergraduate course on management, her post-graduate research about

management and her various theses on management had helped her

understand the finer points of management.

Daddy Manager liked the idea of the art, science and practice of

management – but felt it was best collected by experience. Also that studying

to be a manager was over-rated compared with going and being a manager.

The junior Managers left the room. The day felt hotter. The decisions on

subjects were difficult enough. Now they had key stakeholders with

different requirements. This is not convenient. But is not unusual.

The junior Managers thought about running away and joining the army – or

the circus. They both involve lots of management.

The junior Managers thought of one doing science and the other doing arts

with both doing sports, being in an orchestra or band, getting a part time

job. This would involve self-discipline and lots of management.

They then decided to ask the advice of their teachers at school. The

teachers said it would be several years before they need to make such

choices and they should just concentrate on their reading, writing and

communication skills; plus coding for computers.

6. special studies – making choices
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The junior Managers went home, had their tea, a bath, story time and then went to bed. The

junior Managers were relieved.

The senior Managers and the teachers continued to discuss the educational options for the

junior Managers – as always.

Bye Bye everyone. Sleep tight. Study well.

Questions for Aspiring Managers to consider:

1. Who is looking after your career?

2. Do you think management is mainly art or mainly science?

3. Do you think that management is consolidated through study, research or
experience?

4. What is going to be your management speciality?

Tip for the story teller:

Speak clearly.
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7. a nice day – for a meeting
It is going to be a nice day. Hooray!

The weather forecast is positive. Hooray!

And the Managers are expecting a welcome visit

from the Designers. Hooray!

Mummy Manager, Daddy Manager and the two junior Managers think of themselves as a cohesive

group. However, when they get together with the Designers, and others, the Managers recognise

they are all parts of an extended, most effective and talented team.

This frequently also happens on projects. It is certainly better if most people think they are in

the team.

When the Designers arrived, because it was quite a pleasant day the junior Managers and junior

Designers were sent outside, while the seniors stayed indoors.

These apparently arbitrary and diverse location arrangements often happen on

projects. Full co-location is not always required, encouraged or appreciated and

in fact is sometimes avoided.

If the day had been really pleasant then the senior Managers and senior Designers

may have chosen to sit outside and would send the juniors inside.

This frequently happens on projects when senior parties can change the rules and

arrangements to suit themselves and their changing preferences.

The Managers would advise the Designers on matters such as the planning of their holidays

and bus timetables.

The Designers would advise the Managers on matters such as furniture and paint colours.

Each party would usually express appreciation to the other – but occasionally

completely disregard the advice. This has been known to happen on projects –

with embarrassment later.

The Designers live on a really long road – called Creative Streak, with lots of

other families and groups. Strangely the Managers are only familiar with the

singular Designer family.
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Such limited connections often happen around project selections – which might be a good thing

or might be bad.

As a special treat the Managers and the Designers would sing songs all together. Hooray!

“The Wheels on the Bus” was a particular favourite – with actions.

On projects it is preferable for team members to be sitting safely on

the bus and not be under the wheels. The Managers always carried a

first aid kit for possible mishaps when on buses or singing about buses.

With visitors visiting and a nice day the usual conventions might change; for example with lots

of storytelling before tea time. However it would still need to be bed time after bath time.

Some things never change. Even on a pleasant day. Hooray!

Similarly on projects also there are absolute conventions – and then there is flexibility.

Bye Bye Designers. Bye Bye Managers. Bye Bye everyone. See you later – at the bus stop.

Questions for Aspiring Managers for responses:

1. What is a “team”?

2. Who would you like in your “team”?

3. What would your team song be?

4. Can your team sing?

Tip for the story teller:

Think ahead – what are the options for verses on the bus?
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8. on the move – getting going
The Managers knew! Oh Yes they knew.

They knew that anything with “new” in it would involve changes and challenges.

You see the Managers are on the move. So that means changes and challenges - of new jobs,

new home, new schools, new friends, neighbours and colleagues.

Mummy Manager, Daddy Manager and the two junior Managers are all very

excited about the move – and sometimes a little nervous. There are also degrees

of controlled trepidation – as experienced by many managers every day.

The Managers have many big decisions to make. Oh Yes!

For example should they approach this situation as a single project?

Or with such diversity of activities – such as from new school uniforms through to new travel

distances and routes – does this mean that there are several separate projects – each with

their own requirements, budgets, timescales, and stakeholders?

Perhaps all the new elements will need to come together as an inter-dependant programme.

Perhaps.

At the same time there will be all the many continuing everyday activities of

eating, living, sleeping and cleaning teeth. All these are sometimes called

business-as-usual or BAU.

When walking to and from school or at the bus stop or while cleaning their

teeth the Managers are talking about these options and influences.

They realised that they were having difficulties. They realised that while “Change Management”

and “Transition Systems” do have certain attractions they do not seem to be appropriate solutions

this time.

Basically the essential assumption of all projects and programmes is that at some point they will

come to a conclusion or end.

There is certainly a high incidence of “newness” in their most immediate

situation of moving. However, in point of fact, there is a feeling such moving

matters would never actually come to a clear end.
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Questions for Aspiring Managers to consider:

1. Is it possible to compose a comprehensive, reliable, fixed Work Breakdown Structure
(WBS) for something as complex as a move of this kind?

2. Is it appropriate to try to compile such a WBS? And when?

3. If BAU fills up all day of every day how are “new” projects to be accommodated?

Tip for the story writer:

Identify new people who have recently arrived at school, at work or in the neighbourhood and

discuss their arrival – and how they have been welcomed.

The Managers are now considering “Portfolio Management” – a new managerial approach for

the Managers – and which can incorporate projects, programmes, BAU and teeth cleaning over

indefinite durations.

[This often happens. Managers and teams often select new challenging untried

managerial approaches for themselves at the same time as they are facing new

complex situations. The wisdom of such dual circumstances is usually worth

considering.]

Anyway it is getting late so the Managers have decided to have tea time, naturally followed by

bath time with teeth cleaning time, story time, and bed time. Oh yes.

Tomorrow will be another day to consider decisions on their big move. They can consider suitable

management structures – with delegation levels, decision making processes with gateways,

communication strategies and so on.

There is so much to do – for the Managers. Oh Yes.

Homes, jobs and schools will also be need to be addressed in due course. Perhaps Uncle Norris

who has interests with an estate agency and removals company could be of assistance.

Good night. Sleep tight. Try not to think about tomorrow.
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illustrations – for colouring
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